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Participant Rating Results
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What are your general comments about this session?






















Dr. Tobin was a great speaker. It was nice to see him model “universal” teaching after doing some other UDL workshops
previously.
Dr. Tobin’s presentations offer useful tips and he models UDL techniques. He has an engaging style that makes me want to
learn more.
Excellent Presentation
Excellent presentation, very useful information
Good Info.
Great ideas shared and learnt for student engagement
Great information
Great Information
Great information about ways to help the students during COVID.
I understand that he is trying to demonstrate what an ADA compliant course might look like. It was painfully slow and could
have been covered in half the time.
I was especially impressed with Dr. Tobin’s pre-conference research about CCC and using our sites in his photos. He was a
perfect presenter for today and these times! He also modeled what he talked about.
I will integrate my learners Mt from this to my online and F2F classes. Helpful.
Not a lot of new information, but it was pleasant enough.
Presenter did not address obstacles specific to asynchronous course delivery.
Speaker was very engaging. Enjoyed his knowledge, creativity and “alternative” suggestions!
The keynote speaker was terrific. The format was really good, and it was well paced.
These are basic and important foundations of online teaching.
Very clear and timely. Very informative.
Very informative.
Very informative and engaging.. Thomas Tobin was one of the best keynotes I have seen. He seamlessly demonstrated the
concepts he was talking about by maintaining a consistent and active presence in the chat. He also respectfully redirected
people back to the task at hand.
Was clear, was basic and a repeat.
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